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The spatial resolution of imaging magnetometers has benefitted from scanning probe techniques.
The requirement that the sample perturbs the scanning probe through a magnetic field external to
its volume limits magnetometry to samples with static moments. We propose a magnetometer in
which the perturbation is reversed; the probe’s magnetic field generates a response of the sample,
which acts back on the probe and changes its energy. For an NV− spin center in diamond this
perturbation changes the fine structure splitting of the spin ground state. Sensitive measurement
techniques using coherent detection schemes then permit detection of the magnetic response of
paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials. This technique can measure the thickness of magnetically
dead layers with better than 0.1 Å accuracy.

PACS numbers: 76.30.Mi,75.75.-c,85.75.-d,07.55.Jg6

Imaging of magnetic moments and magnetic fields ad-7

vances a wide range of fields: nuclear magnetic reso-8

nance [1] clarifies the structure of molecules and bio-9

logical enzymes, SQUID magnetometry [2] characterizes10

magnetically engineered multilayers, and magnetic reso-11

nance imaging (MRI) [3] distinguishes various types of12

tissue in medicine and biology. The spatial resolution of13

imaging magnetometers suffices, in principle, to observe14

interesting processes, such as biological activity in a cell,15

which are obscured from optical measurements by the16

diffraction limit [4]. In practice, however, the spatial res-17

olution of even specialized MRI rarely surpasses µm [5],18

limited by the sensitivity at which the nuclear spins can19

be detected [6]. Various scanning probe techniques [7–9]20

improve this spatial resolution. A promising approach,21

NV−-center magnetometry [10], uses a defect formed by22

a substitutional nitrogen atom and adjacent vacancy site23

in a diamond crystal. The long spin coherence time of24

this defect allows optical initialization and detection, and25

coherent manipulation with microwaves [11, 12], result-26

ing in exceptional magnetic field sensitivity and spatial27

resolution at ambient conditions [4, 13]. These scanning28

probe based magnetometers require the sample’s mag-29

netic field to perturb the magnetically sensitive probe30

nearby. In NV−-center based magnetometry, for ex-31

ample, measurements of the splitting between the spin32

ground state |Jz = ±1〉 states detect this magnetic field,33

see Fig. 1(a). This scheme, however, requires the sam-34

ple to possess an substantial magnetic field external to35

its volume, which excludes weak-moment films, as well36

as paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials, which lack37

such external magnetic fields in isolation.38

Here we propose to overcome this disadvantage, by39

using the probe’s magnetic field to perturb the sample40

instead of relying on the sample’s magnetic field to per-41

turb the probe. For any sample magnetic permeability42

differing from that of vacuum, the magnetic field of the43

probe will be dynamically altered, changing the magnetic44

energy stored in the probe’s magnetic field. For this ap-45

proach, depicted in Fig. 1(b), we predict that for a NV−-46

center these changes in magnetic energy effectively trans-47

late into a modification of the crystal field splitting of48

the NV−-center’s spin ground state, see Fig. 1(a). Tech-49

niques have already been developed to measure small50

changes in this splitting for thermometry purposes [14–51

16]. Our calculations show that the magnetic energy ap-52

proach to NV−-center magnetometry makes it possible53

to measure the magnetic permeabilities of diamagnetic54

and paramagnetic materials. For a unique application55

of this technique, we propose measuring the thickness of56

the magnetically dead layers [17]. We show it is possible57

to determine this thickness with an accuracy superior to58

0.1 Å for experimentally realistic conditions.59
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FIG. 1. (a) The NV−-center’s ground state spin J = 1 is
split by the crystal field and magnetic field. Conventional NV
magnetometry utilizes the splitting of the |Jz = ±1〉 states.
We propose a way to measure magnetic response of materials
using the splitting between the |Jz = 0〉 and |Jz = ±1〉 states.
(b) Implementation of magnetic-energy magnetometry. The
spin of an NV−-center is located at the apex of a scanning
probe tip, optically initialized (green) and detected (red). The
spin’s magnetic induction (blue) is perturbed by the presence
of the sample (gray), leading to modifications of the magnetic
induction (diamagnetic, yellow; paramagnetic, purple).
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FIG. 2. (a) A spin is placed in region I with relative magnetic permeability µI
r, adjacent to a semi-infinite region II with µII

r ,
filling half-space z > d. The spin makes an angle η with respect to the normal of the interface between the two regions. The
color indicates the magnitude of the (image) current distribution for P(r) = [j0(πr/R)]2, a spherical Bessel function of zeroth
order, and µII

r = 2. (b) The calculated magnetic induction for the situation as described in (a). The magnetic induction near
the interface is parallel to the interface for diamagnetic substances (µII

r = 0, left), though perpendicular to the interface for
paramagnetic materials (µII

r � 1, right). The magnitude of the magnetic induction is indicated by color, its direction by the
arrows of the streamlines.

Consider a spin with total angular momentum J in60

region I, placed in close proximity to region II with a61

different magnetic permeability µr. In absence of spin-62

orbit coupling, its magnetic moment density63

〈µ(x)〉 =
2µB
h̄
〈J(x)〉 =

2µB
h̄
〈J〉P(x), (1)

depends on its probability density P(x), and the expec-64

tation value of the spin operator J = (Jx, Jy, Jz); here65

µB is the Bohr magneton, and we took the g-factor to66

be 2. In the Supplemental Material [18] we show that67

this relation holds for any N -particle state, e.g. the68

complicated ground state of the NV−-center compris-69

ing 6 electrons [19]. To simplify the calculation, we70

now treat the interaction of the spin’s magnetic mo-71

ment with its environment classically; we will address72

its quantum-mechanical nature later on. The presence73

of a magnetic moment density requires a current density74

j(x) = ∇×〈µ(x)〉, which provides a direct expression for75

calculating, in the Coulomb gauge, the energy stored in76

a magnetic field [20],77

Emag =
1

2

∫
j(x) ·A(x) d3x. (2)

Here A(x) is the vector potential produced by j(x). If78

j(x) = 0 in region II, Eq. 2 determines the magnetic79

energy from A(x) in region I alone. The effect of region II80

on the spin’s vector potential in region I can be included81

by replacing region II with an image current density [20]82

j̃(x) =
µII
r − µI

r

µII
r + µI

r

 jx(x, y, 2d− z)
jy(x, y, 2d− z)
−jz(x, y, 2d− z)


x̂,ŷ,ẑ

, (3)

where for simplicity we neglect any surface current at83

the interface between the regions. A treatment of surface84

currents would be required for conductive materials with85

a non-zero component of their magnetization parallel to86

the surface normal at the interface of the two regions.87

The image current generates a vector potential Ã(x); the88

total vector potential in region I is then A(x) + Ã(x).89

For ease of calculation we assume isolated spin systems90

are approximately spherically symmetric and limited to a91

sphere with radius R < d. We will show later on that is a92

fair approximation for the NV−-center, even though that93

spin center has C3v-symmetry [19]. For a spin oriented94

such that its integrated magnetic moment makes an angle95

η with respect to the z-axis (see Fig. 2(a)), the spin’s96

current density97

j(x) = 2µBJ
dP(r)

dr

×

 0
sin η sinφ

sin η cos θ cosφ− cos η sin θ


r̂,θ̂,φ̂

, (4)

for r ≤ R. The vector potential resulting from this cur-98

rent distribution, calculated by expanding the Green’s99

function in spherical harmonics and performing several100

(partial) integrations, is101

A(x) = −2µ0µ
I
rµBJ

r2

{∫ r

0

P(r′)r′2dr′
}

×

 0
sin η sinφ

sin η cos θ cosφ− cos η sin θ


r̂,θ̂,φ̂

, (5)
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FIG. 3. The magnetic energy contribution Dmag to the fine
structure constant as function of the distance d between the
NV−-center and the sample, for samples having different mag-
netic permeabilities. The grey lines indicate the measurable
change in D for measurement time of 100s, reported for a
bulk NV−-center (dot-dash) and estimated for surface NV−-
centers (dash); see text for details. We took the low frequency
values for µr and assumed the superconductor to be a perfect
diamagnet (i.e. vanishing penetration depth). The µr of py-
rolytic carbon, bismuth, and water are respectively 0.999590,
0.999834, and 0.999992.

for r ≤ R, and the image current produces a vector po-102

tential103

Ã(x) =
µII
r − µI

r

µII
r + µI

r

{
µ0µ

I
rµBJ

2π (4d2 − 4rd cos θ + r2)
3/2

}

×

 −2d sin η sin θ sinφ
(r − 2d cos θ) sin η sinφ

(r cos θ − 2d) sin η cosφ+ r cos η sin θ


r̂,θ̂,φ̂

, (6)

for z < d. These vector potentials determine the spin’s104

magnetic induction B(x) = ∇×A(x), see Fig. 2(b). The105

magnetic induction is either repelled from (drawn to) re-106

gion II if µII
r < µI

r (µII
r > µI

r), as the magnetization in107

region II is induced by the spin’s magnetic field, and is108

either anti-parallel (diamagnetic) or parallel (paramag-109

netic) to the spin’s magnetic field.110

Using Eq. (2) the magnetic energy111

Emag =
16

3
µ0µ

I
rµ

2
Bπ

∫ R

0

P(r)2r2dr

+

(
µII
r − µI

r

µII
r + µI

r

)
µ0µ

I
rµ

2
BJ

2

32πd3
[3 + cos 2η] . (7)

The first term is the magnetic energy of the spin it-112

self, and is inversely proportional to R3 (for P(r) =113

[j0(πr/R)]
2
, a spherical Bessel function of zeroth order).114

The magnetic self energy is experimentally inaccessible115

and goes to infinity for R → 0, a well known problem116

in classical electrodynamics [20, 21]. The second term in117

Eq. (7) represents the change to the magnetic energy due118

to the presence of region II. These corrections are inde-119

pendent of P(r) due to the assumed spherical symmetry.120

The other dependencies of the magnetic energy are triv-121

ial to understand, after realizing that the change in mag-122

netic energy depends on how much of the spin’s magnetic123

induction penetrates region II. The magnitude of the an-124

gular variation of the magnetic energy for d = 1 nm is of125

the order of 10 neV (or 0.2 mK), which is extremely chal-126

lenging to measure by spectroscopy. Also the resulting127

force F = −∇Emag ≈ aN exerted on the scanning probe128

would be difficult to detect by atomic force microscopy.129

Instead, we will show that the magnetic energy can be130

probed using a coherent measurement of a NV−-center’s131

spin.132

The ground state of a NV’s spin J = 1 is effec-133

tively described using the Hamiltonian HNV = DGSJ
2
z ,134

where DGS ≈ 2.87 GHz is the fine structure constant135

due to the crystal field, and the z-direction is the NV-136

center’s symmetry axis [19], see Fig. 1(a). To com-137

pare the NV−-center spin with the spin considered in138

Fig. 2(a), it is convenient to orient the NV−-center’s139

symmetry axis perpendicular to the interface between140

the two regions. It has recently been demonstrated that141

such orientation can be realized deterministically in prac-142

tice [22]. Analogous to the spin considered in Fig. 2(a),143

the NV−-center’s spin is placed in the superposition144

|Jη〉 = cos2 η2 | + 1〉 + 1
2

√
2 sin η|0〉 + sin2 η

2 | − 1〉, such145

that the expectation value of the spin makes an angle η146

with respect to the z-axis. The energy of this state147

〈Jη|HNV|Jη〉 =
DGS

4
[3 + cos 2η] , (8)

is identical to the angular dependence of the magnetic148

energy in Eq. (7). Therefore the effect of a nearby re-149

gion with different magnetic permeability on the spin of150

a NV−-center seems to effectively change its fine struc-151

ture constant.152

A fully quantum-mechanical treatment of the spin re-153

sults in the magnetic energy Hamiltonian (see Supple-154

mental Material [18])155

Hmag =

(
µII
r − µI

r

µII
r + µI

r

)
µ0µ

I
rµ

2
B

16πh̄2d3
J2
z = DmagJ

2
z , (9)

so that the NV−-center effectively has D = DGS +Dmag.156

Since the magnetization induced in region II depends on157

the spin and acts back on the spin itself, Hmag depends158

on the spin squared. In the Supplemental Material [18]159

we show thatHmag has a similar structure when P(x) has160

cylindrical symmetry and has its axial symmetry axis is161

perpendicular to the interface between regions I and II.162

We also calculated that cylindrical symmetry changes a163

NV−-center’s Dmag by ≤ 5% from the spherical approx-164
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imation. Lowering the symmetry further to NV−’s C3,v-165

symmetry leads to additional small corrections, which166

we estimate to be less than 20% for an NV−-center 1 nm167

away from the interface. Assuming a spherical P(x) is168

therefore a reasonable approximation. Note that in the169

classical limit J →∞ we get 〈Jη|Hmag|Jη〉 = Emag, and170

there is no effect for J = 1
2 .171

The following (briefly outlined) coherent measurement172

protocol can be used to sensitively measure D; more de-173

tails can be found in Ref. [14]. The NV−-center is first174

prepared in the |Jz = 0〉 state using a pulsed optical175

excitation, by making use of the spin-dependent decay176

from the excited state manifold to the ground state man-177

ifold [19]. The spin is then placed in a superposition of178

the |Jz = 0〉 and |Jz = ±1〉 states using a π/2 microwave179

pulse at frequency D. This superposition will acquire a180

phase exp(−iDτ) after a free evolution time τ . By ap-181

plying another π/2 microwave pulse to project the spin182

onto the |Jz = 0〉 state, the phase can be determined183

by optical measurement of the |Jz = 0〉 population; D184

follows from measuring the phase as function of τ most185

accurately through the use of a reference oscillator. The186

spin will experience decoherence during its free evolution,187

which can be mitigated using dynamic decoupling proto-188

cols, which can be designed to optimize the sensitivity at189

which D can be measured [14].190

In Fig. 3 we show how Dmag depends both on the191

distance d between the NV−-center and the sample,192

and on the relative magnetic permeability of the sam-193

ple. Diamond itself has a very weak diamagnetic re-194

sponse, µr = 1 − 2.2 × 10−5 [23], and has no free car-195

riers. The NV−-center is therefore in practice magneti-196

cally insensitive to its host, and Dmag is barely affected197

by the diamond’s shape. Using a coherent measurement198

technique, D has been measured with a sensitivity of199

1.85 kHz/
√

Hz [14]. Assuming a measurement time of200

100s, changes in D of 0.2 kHz can therefore be detected201

for bulk NV−-center. From Fig. 3 it appears possible to202

detect both paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances if203

the NV−-center is a few nm away from the sample. Such204

small distances are conventional in scanning probe mi-205

croscopy [24], and have been achieved in conventional206

NV−-center magnetometry [25]. Recent studies showed207

that the proximity of the surface lowers the NV-center’s208

T2 coherence time due to a surface electronic spin bath209

and/or surface phonon-related mechanism [26–28]. This210

increases the minimal detectable change in D by a factor211 √
T bulk
2 /T surface

2 [14]. Based on the experimental data of212

Ref. [28], we roughly estimated the dependence of this213

ratio on d. We included in Fig. 3 both the minimal de-214

tectable change in D estimated for near-surface and re-215

ported for bulk NV−-centers for a measurement time of216

100s. Increasing T2 (potentially by mitigating the sur-217

face phenomena by surface passivation), improving sens-218

ing schemes, or extending the measurement time would219

push the minimal detectable change in D down.220
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FIG. 4. The accuracy at which the thickness t of a mag-
netically dead layer (µr is about 1) can be determined, as
function of the distance d between the NV−-center and the
magnetically active region (µr � 1), for different minimal de-
tectable changes Dmin. Based on Ref. 14, Dmin = 0.2 kHz
for a bulk NV−-center and a measurement time of 100s. See
Fig. 3 and its discussion in the text for estimated Dmin close
to the surface.

Our analysis is not limited to NV−-centers; any spin221

close to a region with different magnetic permeability222

will experience an orientation dependent magnetic en-223

ergy, which affects its dynamics. Therefore the spins of224

other promising color centers [29], notably the divacancy225

in SiC, could also be used to detect magnetic properties226

of nearby materials. Such systems would preferably have227

a smaller fine structure constant DGS, since in the pro-228

posed measurement scheme the NV−-center’s spin is pre-229

cessing at that frequency. Although this does not impede230

the effect of the magnetic energy on the fine structure231

constant, it does set the frequency at which the magnetic232

properties of the sample are probed; lowering this fre-233

quency would be favorable. Alternatively, different mea-234

surement schemes could be developed, which remove the235

necessity of the spin precessing at such frequencies.236

As an example of the added value of the proposed mag-237

netic energy based magnetometry, we suggest to use this238

technique to measure the thickness t of magnetically dead239

layers [17]. A common problem in magnetic multilay-240

ered materials, such as magnetic tunnel junctions [30],241

is the magnetic inactivity of the top surface layer of242

the structure, see inset of Fig. 4. We can make use of243

the strong distance dependence of the magnetic energy244

(Emag ∝ d−3) to sensitively determine the distance d245

between the NV−-center and the boundary of the mag-246

netically active material. As the separation between the247

NV−-center and the physical boundary of the sample is248

known through calibration, the thickness t of the mag-249

netically inactive material can be determined with high250
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precision. Figure 4 predicts that this can be achieved251

with remarkable accuracy.252

We propose a method to sense the magnetic properties253

of materials based on the magnetic energy of a nearby254

spin. This method inverts the conventional scheme of255

scanning probe magnetometers, making it possible to256

sense materials which have no natural magnetic field ex-257

ternal to their volume. This scheme can be applied to258

NV−-centers and, using realistic assumptions, we predict259

it should be possible to detect both para- and diamag-260

netic materials. Future theoretical work towards imple-261

menting different color centers or different measurement262

schemes could lower the frequency at which the magnetic263

properties are probed and improve the predicted sensitiv-264

ity.265
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